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Riding with Friends? Great.

If you’re like us, the best group trips have been full of thrilling, curvy roads and killer views. Evenings are 
laid-back (or maybe a little rowdy), full of friends old and new, and definitely best when spent somewhere that 
“gets it.” We know the difference welcoming accommodations can make, so we’ve been catering to motorcycle 
and automobile clubs since 2006. Book a group of 20+ at The Kitzhof and enjoy our special rates just as much 
as the spectacular cruising Southern Vermont has to offer.

When you stay at the Kitzhof you get not only comfortable accommodation and great food but also a warm 
“feel at home” atmosphere. Our inn has 24 rooms in a range of configurations that can host groups of up to 75 
people. Breakfast is always included, served just the way you like it in our casual dining room. Group packages 
include one Kitzhof-hosted dinner (our most popular is a full outdoor BBQ) and there are several bar/restau-
rants within walking distance. There is also a full market across the street for stocking up on snacks – and our 
BYOB-bar fridge is always available for your use.

The Kitzhof Difference

We’re not the only motorist-friendly inn out there, but we are the best. Why? It’s simple…both of us love to ride! 
We have toured the Northeast and Canada since 2005, so we know some stuff! Our “Rides and Drives” book has 
many researched rides with tips on where to stop for lunch and rest breaks. When requested at booking, we’ll 
lead rides so you can take in the great sights, fresh air and beautiful, open Vermont roads without worrying 
about directions. All of our routes loop from and to the Kitzhof Inn, and we ride them regularly to stay current on 
road conditions and attractions.

AutoMoto Group Packages

kitzhof.com
800.388.8310
802.464.8310



2016 Group Rates

For 20+ people, group rates include

2 nights accommodation
2 breakfasts, 1 dinner,  meet and greet reception

Access to our local, mapped rides
Professional group photos

Tax & service charges (tip is always up to you!)

Spring/Summer Pricing

Double (two people in a room) – $ 286.00
Single (one person in a room) – $ 198.00

BOOK June or October and get 10% off*
*excluding Columbus Weekend

Kitzhof Amenities

Level, well-lit parking

BYOB bar with refrigerator, ice and microwave

Outdoor Pool (summer only) 

Indoor Hot Tub (fall only)

Fire Pit & Garden

2 Spacious Common Areas

High Speed WiFi

Free Local Shuttle Bus

Call for a fully customized group quote
800.388.8310


